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Drama Sketch
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Characters:






Marcus, the presenter in the studio
Jonas, the reporter on location;
Witness 1 – boy who had the loaves & fishes; (Birmingham type accent)
Witness 2 – saw Jesus walk through an angry crowd untouched
Witness 3 – elderly person who lived by the Sea of Galilee (speaks slowly, tends to ramble)

Drama
Marcus

Hello - and welcome back to ‘Superheroes’. In this week’s special edition we are
looking at the man in Galilee who some are calling the Son of God himself. He goes by
the name of Jesus. I’m going to hand over to our on-the-spot reporter Jonas who is
coming to us live from Galilee. He is with a few people who can tell us a bit more
about whether Jesus does indeed have superpowers.
Can you hear me there Jonas!

Jonas

Yeah loud and clear Marcus

Marcus

I believe you have a few people with you who can tell us what sort of hero Jesus was?

Jonas

Yes indeed, I have a young man here with a tale to tell.

Witness 1 Well I’d taken me sandwiches out wi’ me that day to listen to this Jesus bloke but it’d
been such an amazing day I’d forgotten to eat them. It came to round dinner time
though and everyone was getting kinda hungry. I was getting out me sandwiches
when one of Jesus’ friends came round askin’ for food. I felt pretty guilty so I offered
to share some of me lunch with Jesus and his crew. But he just said he was gonna
share them out to feed the crowd! There must have been like 5000 people there at
least. I thought he’d gone mad and so did his friends I think, but they did as he said
and started sharing out the food. Then there was more and more and more and more
and somehow everyone got fed. I felt like I was in some kind of strange dream, it was
crazy

Jonas

Well I hope you got all that back in the studio Marcus, it certainly sounds like a crazy
story to me. Skills like that could really come in handy for when we get the food
shortages.
I have another lady here who also saw something weird.
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Witness 2 Well there was this crowd, who were really angry with him for some reason, and they
tried to throw him off the cliff, but well he just walked through the middle of the crowd
and no one could touch him. It was like he had some kind of force field around him or
something. It was just amazing!

Jonas

Force field? The untouchable Jesus? That is crazy. Who is this guy? I’ve got one final
eye witness account for you, from a bloke who lives overlooking the Sea of Galilee.

Witness 3 Yeah, lived beside Galilee all me life I have – seen a good few storms and this was one
of the worst. Hope there’s no poor souls out in that I thought to myself – they
wouldn’t stand a chance.
And then I was watching out of the window cos I love the storms, and this one was
really raging, but then suddenly there was dead calm – never seen a storm end so
sudden in me life. So I stuck me head outside the door and wandered onto the beach.
Then to my amazement I heard the sound of oars and out of the darkness came a
fishing boat with about a dozen guys on board. They all looked pretty dazed and
shaken except for this one guy – cool as a cucumber he was – had a certain presence
about him if you know what I mean – found out later that it was Jesus and he’s just
told the storm to stop and it had! Never in all my days….

Jonas

Thank you. What more can I say? Instant food production, force fields, controlling the
weather… That’s all we’ve got time for here but there are plenty more people dying to
tell their Jesus story. This is Jonas reporting live from Galilee. Back to the studio.

Marcus

Thanks Jonas. Well maybe you can make up your own minds on this one but from
what we’ve seen I’m fairly convinced that this guy has superpowers of some kind. With
that kind of control… And they were only some of the stories. This is ‘Superheroes’,
thank you and goodnight.
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